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Italy, Trent: The President of the Italian Republic for Chiara’s centenary
President Mattarella took part in the “Trent meets Chiara” event at the Mariapolis Centre
in Cadine.
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Make yourself one
Taken from Chiara Lubich’s talk on “Unity” at the Focolare Festival held in Payerne,
Switzerland, on 26th September 1982.

5.

Rome, Italy: a journey with the charism of unity
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1. OPENING – “IN TIME FOR PEACE”
(Music – applause)
Antonia Testa: Hello everyone, welcome! Welcome to the link-up, live from Rocca di Papa!
I’m Antonia, I’m a doctor and I work in a university. Here with me are Conleth and Chiara. Hi
Conleth, hello Chiara. Chiara, you come from Germany, while Conleth, you come from Northern
Ireland. Now here in Italy it’s 12:00 noon ... the moment to do time out. Chiara, what is time out?
Chiara: Time Out is something very simple, but very powerful: we stop for a moment of
silence to reflect or to pray for peace, each in their own way. We can do it now together with all
those who are connected in the world.
Antonia: So let’s do the Time-out together … (Pause for silence)
Antonia: So Chiara and Conleth, I know that you’re here in Italy working on the United
World Project. Within the project, you have launched a campaign, a Pathway: #InTime4Peace that
has to do with Time Out.
Conleth: Yes, Time Out is a commitment that each of us can make every day, also online.
We want to launch this globally to encourage schools, our friends, institutions and parliaments to
stop at noon for this moment. Time Out is part of a Pathway which is something bigger. We have
prepared a short video.
In October 2019, Eliud Kipchoge became the first person in history to run a marathon in under 2
hours.
He set his goal and achieved the impossible.
Thousands of change makers are setting their watches to be #InTime4Peace - by running on the
pathways of peace, justice and human rights.
So… How can we join the race?
Use LEARN materials. Understand how peace, justice and human rights can build a more united
world.
Create networks and concrete initiatives. Fight against corruption in your city, stand up for human
rights and ensure better access to justice for all.
Take TimeOut each day to reflect about or pray for peace.
Sign pledges and inspire new generations.
Organise events like United World Week and Run4Unity in your city.
Share your experiences of #InTime4Peace – let the world know how local action is having a global
impact
Together, let’s do the impossible
In every country of the world let’s be #InTime4Peace
Antonia: So, what can we do concretely in order to be #InTimeForPeace?
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Chiara: As we have seen, with #InTime4Peace we focus on peace, human rights and justice.
In particular, we want to create projects that can have an impact locally but also globally.
Conleth: Three steps - LEARN, ACT AND SHARE: so study and understand the roots of the
problems locally, then act with concrete projects, and finally share with everyone to inspire
others, with the final goal of reaching a more united world.
Chiara: It is a project to which everyone can contribute. On the website, Facebook and
Instagram you can find the contacts to communicate with our team and network with everyone.
Antonia: Is there an appointment already fixed for the coming months that will connect us
all?
Chiara: Yes, from the 1st to 7th of May this year, there will be events for the United World
Week in many cities of the world, with an international event in Korea. You can find all the
information online!
Antonia: Thank you, Conleth and Chiara.
We remind you that as always you can send us your impressions, suggestions, photos to
these contacts (the email address, FB page) and to this telephone number: 320 419 7109.
2. NEWS – LIVE FROM SANTA ROSA (PHILIPPINES) AND MYRTLEFORD (AUSTRALIA)
Antonia: The Philippines and Australia have experienced and are still going through difficult
times, due to the eruption of Taal volcano on January 12 and in Australia due to the devastating
emergency caused by fires.
Now we’re connecting with the Philippines, but first we’ll hear the words of Cardinal Tagle,
during the celebration of Chiara’s centenary which had to be held in Manila, because our little
town of Tagaytay was covered by volcanic ash and our people have evacuated. Let’s listen...
Card. Luis Antonio Tagle: In spite of the hardships brought about by the eruption of Taal
volcano, we also see and hear about the many witness of compassion and solidarity and kindness
that even disasters are turned by God’s grace and by us into a moment of witnessing to the gospel
so we resist the temptation of being eaten up by darkness. There is a volcanic eruption. We will
turn this into an eruption of love and solidarity at mas malakas yan [and it will be even stronger].
Antonia: We are linked up with Himmel Palomino, a focolarina who has been living in
Tagaytay for four years, but who now speaks to us from Santa Rosa, a town near the little town.
Hello Himmel and a greeting to all those who are with you!
How is the situation there?
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Himmel: It's been a few weeks since the eruption of the Taal volcano. We've had a lot of
earthquake tremors; the alert level has now dropped. It means there's less chance of a new,
imminent eruption. But the situation is not yet resolved. There are still tremors and smoke is still
coming out of the volcano. Sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere has decreased, but the current level
is still dangerous to health, especially for the elderly and people with respiratory problems. We
have experienced difficult times; so many questions have gone through our minds: how long will
this situation last? What will happen to the little town? What if we can’t go back? It was a
continuous saying yes to Jesus Forsaken.
We believe that behind all this there is a beautiful and mysterious plan of God. It was an
opportunity to spread a little hope and love, for example by distributing protective masks, food,
water and other basic necessities to the many people affected by the disaster.
These days we are working hard to remove the mud and soot. Life goes on. Together with the
community and families, we have launched the project. "Let's clean the Mariapolis."
We take this opportunity to thank everyone for the prayers and the concrete help that keeps
coming.
Himmel and everyone there: Thank you! Bye!

Antonia: Thanks, Himmel. Let's hope this emergency can end soon.
Now we go to Australia. We were all shocked by the images that since August we keep
seeing on our screens, the fires that have been ravaging the country and that are now approaching
even the capital Canberra.
We should be linked up with Trish and Kevin, a family living in Myrtleford, in the state of
Victoria. Kevin is a volunteer fire-fighter, working to extinguish the flames. Let's see if they're on
the line. The temperature is very high, it was 45 degrees yesterday and that's why the connection
is not always easy... Trish, Kevin, are you there?
Trish: Hello everyone!
Antonia: OK!
Trish (in English, with consecutive translation in Italian): Myrtleford is a small rural town
with a population of about 3,500 people.
In recent fires our small district has lost over 102,000 hectares of National Park. We have
also lost a lot of livestock, houses, businesses, warehouses. Throughout the country, 35 people
have died.
Kevin (in English, with consecutive translation): People have shown real concern for each
other in so many ways, for example, on one of the days I was putting out the fires, a volunteer
went to buy food for the midday meal for everyone. A couple waiting to be served paid the full
amount and we didn't even know who they were.
This country has witnessed suffering due to these natural disasters. We are happy to say that
people are reacting with love and compassion.
Antonia: Thank you, Kevin and Trish, thank you very much. I think that after this link up,
though brief, we all feel much closer to you. Now in English, just to tell you that we are united with
you. Ok, thank you so much!
Trish and Kevin: Thank you! (Applause)
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Antonia: I’ll say this in Italian: the full version of their experience is about to be published
on the website www.focolare.org, so we can read it there.
3. ITALY, TRENT: THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC ATTENDS CHIARA’S CENTENARY EVENT

Antonia: And back to Italy. Just a week ago at the Mariapolis Centre in Cadine, near Trent,
there was a day that we could call a little extraordinary, on the occasion of the visit of the
President of the Italian Republic, Sergio Mattarella, for Chiara's Centenary. Let's see...
Sergio Mattarella, President of the Italian Republic: A person can be strong, very strong, while at
the same time being meek and open to the good ideas of others. Indeed, to state it sincerely, as
Chiara Lubich’s life shows, only in this way are we really strong.
Speaker: Strength in meekness. This was the impression of the President of the Italian Republic
Sergio Mattarella at the end of an impassioned talk dedicated to the person of Chiara Lubich, on
the occasion of his visit to Cadine, near Trent, on January 25th.
The President was welcomed by a representation from all over the world: over 600 people from
many countries and another few thousand connected via streaming. Arnaldo, a young man from
Cuba, hosted the programme. He represented all those who throughout these years have
continued to live Chiara’s spirituality.
The journey began. We browsed through the pages of the diary of the new Movement in Trent and
went on to look at the pages of life of some of those who continue to live Chiara’s charism today in
the various fields of society.
Lawrence Chong, Singapore: - I am from this global innovation consulting firm “Consulus” which
in Latin means “with others”. (…) And what we have done over the years is that inspired by Chiara
was able to include such diversity and treat everyone equally. We have done the same for different
discipline and I think that has that's one of the reasons why we were able to attract something like
a movement of consultants from 16 countries four of whom have different religious backgrounds
and including those without faith.
Arthur Ngoy Mufungwa, Democratic Republic of the Congo: I am a gynaecologist. In Africa we
say: if you want to go fast go alone, but if you want to go far you have to go together as a group. I
am engaged in the training of midwives and doctors to help reduce maternal and neonatal
mortality in our country. And from 2014 to today we have managed to reduce neonatal mortality
from 42 per 1000 to 28 per thousand. And it continues to decline.
Speaker: Many people contributed to the programme including some VIPs. These included the
Archbishop of Trent, Mons. Lauro Tisi. He went straight to the heart of Chiara’s spirituality, setting
set aside his text and speaking off the cuff.
Archbishop Lauro Tisi, Metropolitan Archbishop of Trent: But I say to the Focolare, continue to
contemplate the forsaken Christ, that’s where your roots are. If you lose the first inspiration, all the
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rest of the activities won’t succeed. ... I wish you all a good journey, a good journey to our Church,
a good journey to humanity. A good journey to this God who hurt himself instead of hurting others.
A good journey to this God who embraced the enemy and revealed the way to freedom.
(The beginning of the second question of Emmaus can be heard: “Emmaus, we understand that
this world must change…”)
Speaker: There was a real dialogue between those in the Hall and the president of the Focolare
Movement, Maria Voce.
Maria Voce - Emmaus, president of the Focolare Movement: To this society that seems without
roots and without a goal, we must respond with radicality, with the “extremism of dialogue”. A
dialogue that demands the greatest commitment, which is risky, demanding, challenging, which
calls for a “culture of trust”.
Sergio Mattarella, President of the Italian Republic: I would like to recall two things that Maria
Voce said just now. The “extremism of dialogue” lived in the “culture of trust” are two important
guidelines because this opens up the human condition and interrelationships, and underlines the
insufficiency of each person in meeting with others.
Speaker: The President shared some personal memories in...
Sergio Mattarella, President of the Italian Republic: From the beginning of the movement, from
the first focolare, from the talks and dialogues with the co-founders, we saw photo of one of them,
Igino Giordani, who was struck by Chiara’s ideas, describing them as “very rich in doctrine, wisdom,
fire”. I had the good fortune to meet Igino Giordani several times when I was young. He fascinated
everyone with his overwhelming simplicity and authenticity.
Speaker - The President underlined that also in the political and economic spheres -– Chiara’s ideal
was transformed into innovative proposals.
Sergio Mattarella, President of the Italian Republic: Unity - for those who can truly interpret it –
is translated into fraternity. (..) Fraternity is a universal value which has neither boundaries nor
distinctions. Chiara Lubich wisely considered fraternity also as a “political category”.
The spirit of fraternity of the Focolare Movement contributed to the theoretical and practical
development of the “economy of communion”.
If the economy of communion grows, equality, justice and well-being will also spread.
Emmaus Maria Voce, President of the Focolare Movement: I feel I must emphasise the presence
of President Mattarella (...) he underlined the importance and relevance of this charism of unity, of
this paradigm of fraternity which is the only thing that can save and he also underlined this ability
that Chiara had and that she helped others to have, to know how to welcome, to know how to
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listen and to know how to make room for others, emphasising that those who are able to do this
are not weak, but are strong and in fact real strength is in those who are able to make room for
others.
Alessandro Andreatta, mayor of Trent: President Mattarella has shown that he knows Chiara’s
thoughts very well (...) I was glad that he stressed the point from which everything started, Chiara
Lubich’s faith. But then he spoke a lot about ecumenism, interreligious dialogue and above all he
underlined the social dimension of Chiara and why not, that of political fraternity and also of the
economy of communion.
We have given Chiara to the world and today the world brings us back here a Chiara as she has
been known at all longitudes and latitudes. Today we understood that she was a woman in
relationship with everyone and that everyone is needed if we want to build a better humanity.
4. CHIARA LUBICH: MAKE YOURSELF ONE

Antonia: "You can be strong, very strong, and open to other people’s good ideas," stressed
President Mattarella, and Chiara's life shows this. In the extract of a talk Chiara gave, she will tell
us how to go about it.
Chiara Lubich: We are not able to accomplish unity. Unity is the work of God. It’s a gift of
God. It’s a grace of God. So what can we do? We can respond to this universal vocation of all
people to unity.
... He asked only two things which are ultimately one: that all people, everyone - black and
white, rich and poor, ugly and beautiful - all people are children of the one Father and are brothers
and sisters to one another. This is the first idea ... a sense of family among all which frees us from
all forms of slavery, because we are slaves of the divisions between rich and poor, between
nationalities: father and children; between black and white, between races; between nationalities.
... We must love everyone. We must love everyone. We must love everyone. Look, these are
just a few words, but they bring a revolution! We must love everyone. "Even that woman who lives
next door... but she criticizes me, she looks down on me, she’s difficult!" Yes, her too. We must love
everyone.
... So we’re not talking about a platonic love, not an idealistic love, but a concrete love: my
neighbours now are you; your neighbour is me, and your neighbour is the person sitting next to you
or in the seat behind you.
... This is Christianity: to serve, to serve everyone, to see in everyone our masters. If we are
servants, the others are masters.
... Christianity isn’t a joke. Christianity is something serious! It’s not just a bit of polish, a
little bit of compassion, a little bit of love, a little bit of almsgiving. Ah, no, no. Ah, no, no! It’s easy
to give alms so as to have a clear conscience and then to criticize one person or another, to
command, to oppress…. It’s easy. Instead, no, no.
... To serve well, those notes mention three words which are fantastic and we must never
forget them. They are: “make yourself one,” make yourself one with the others. Make yourself one.
It’s fantastic! What does it mean? In modern terminology it would be: “Let’s live the other person.”
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... We should make ourselves one out of love, not to win them over to Christ, not even for
that, not even for religious interests, nothing!
... Jesus wants us to love one another to the point of dying for one another. He doesn’t want
us to love one another waiting to die tomorrow or the day after or next year. He wants us to die
now. He wants us to live dead, dead to ourselves because we are alive to love.
5. ITALY, ROME: A JOURNEY INTO THE CHARISM OF UNITY
Antonia: Last time we began a journey, in this centenary year, to some places where Chiara
lived. And we began naturally with the city of Trent. Today we would like to tell you as much as
possible in a few minutes, about Rome, some milestones in Chiara's life and the whole movement.
Paolo Balduzzi is still accompanying us...
(Music)
Paolo Balduzzi: We often hear the term, “Roma caput mundi” [Rome, head of the world]. Just
seeing the variety of people who come here from all over the globe helps us understand how true
this phrase is.
It was February 1947, when Chiara Lubich came to Rome for the first time from Trent and she lived
near here.
But why did Chiara Lubich come to Rome? Because she had read the word “unity” in a leaflet
written by a priest from a religious order. It was a very unusual word in the context of the Church
at that time. She was struck by this coincidence and came to Rome so meet him. Then, as time
went by, it was necessary to have a more permanent presence of the focolare here in Rome. So,
between the city itself and the suburbs of Rome, Chiara spent the rest of her life here. At the start
they needed to find a place to live and some friends advised her to go and see Igino Giordani, a
member of the Italian Parliament. On September 17th, 1948 Chiara went to Montecitorio, the
Italian Parliament.
(Music)
Paolo Balduzzi: We moved a short distance from the Spanish Steps and we are now at
Montecitorio. Chiara met Igino Giordani for the first time right here. He was 54 years old at the
time, married, with four children. He was a well-established politician and writer, a very learned
man in various fields, especially in Church history.
But Chiara was not alone that day. Together with her were three religious priests from the three
branches of the Franciscan family: a Capuchin, a Conventual and a Friar minor.
What’s interesting is that during the meeting the fact of looking for a flat was not even brought up.
Chiara told Giordani about her Ideal and Giordani was literally overwhelmed: he realized this was
something extraordinary and decided not to lose touch with them. From then until his death
Giordani was one of Chiara’s closest collaborators. He had a very important, indeed a fundamental
role in the movement so much so that he is considered a co-founder. Chiara called him “Foco” to
symbolize the fire he brought, and it is with this name that he is remembered in the Movement.
Paolo Balduzzi: It’s impossible to explain the depth and breadth of what developed from the
meeting between Chiara Lubich and Igino Giordani. We will now try to give mention something and
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we shall do it together with Iole Mucciconi and Mario Bruno. Let’s start with Iole. Iole you work in
one of the government buildings here, right?
Iole Mucciconi: Yes, I work in the building just next door, the government building, at the Prime
Minister’s Office.
Paolo Balduzzi: Igino Giordani was a member of parliament here in Montecitorio. What was his
legacy to today’s politics?
Iole Mucciconi: The new Igino Giordani, the one who emerged from that meeting with Chiara
understood that that this spirituality, which has a DNA that is, so to speak plural and
communitarian, could influence and regenerate all human realities. He started with politics. First of
all, from being proudly argumentative he became a person who sought for grounds on which to
dialogue. Other parliamentarians were attracted by this Gospel based spirituality. But his was also
an all-encompassing pursuit. Proof of this was the bill on conscientious objection that he co-signed
together with a socialist member of parliament, at a time when ideological barriers were
insurmountable.
These ideals and this approach were then experienced, and practiced by many politicians around
the world. And in 1996 Chiara formed a movement dedicated precisely to the world of politics,
choosing for it the most daring and demanding of names, which is also its program: the Movement
for Politics and Policies for Unity.
Paolo Balduzzi: To tell you the truth Iole? Hearing you speak and thinking about politics, all this
seems an almost impossible dream. Instead it is a tangible reality even in local contexts. And you
come in here Mario Bruno. You were mayor of Alghero, and worked in the local council in Sardinia.
How did this spirituality of unity connect with your work?
Mario Bruno: From when I was a boy, Chiara gave us, gave me something that I treasure in my
heart: its fine to love the neighbour who passes us by, but for there to be a greater love we have to
take care of the whole community. So it was a challenge and also a vocation. In my experience as
mayor I tried to practice this approach, and before that as a regional councillor, in direct
relationship with the citizens.
There is a very significant word, co-governance, and it is a way of governing politics in the
relationship between elected representatives and the voters, among the citizens, among officials,
and among politicians themselves.
Paolo Balduzzi: Mario, today you are the international president of the Movement for Politics and
Policies for Unity. So a new kind of politics doesn’t seem an unreachable dream?
Mario Bruno: No. When Chiara founded this Movement with politicians, with people who met in
Naples on May 2nd, 1996, she told us a very simple thing: that first we are Christians, or in any case,
first of all we are people who believe in human values, and secondly we are politicians, engaged in
politics. This means that there can also be unity between members of different parties. And this is
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something that I experienced, for example when I had to prepare a talk for a school, I did it,
because I was asked to, with someone whose political ideas and party were different from mine.
There we talked things over and in the end he said to me: you are not right wing neither are you
leftist. In the end something else emerged and we were able to give this gift to the young people in
the school.
Paolo Balduzzi: That’s good. Thank you for the hope you have given us for this work that continues
and challenges us all. Let’s continue our journey through Rome and go across the Tiber.
Music and images
Paolo Balduzzi: Igino Giordani, besides being a politician was also a great expert on the Christian
faith. He was among the first to understand the newness of what Chiara was bringing and which
also caused some perplexity in Church of that time. Beside me is Hubertus Blaumeiser who is a
theologian, a priest, director of Ekklesia magazine and a member of the Focolare’s Study Centre,
the Abba School. Hubertus, if I’m not mistaken, you met Chiara when you were very young?
Hubertus Blaumeiser: It’s true; I was 21 years old and was in Grottaferrata at the International
Centre for seminarians who live the spirituality of unity.
Paolo Balduzzi: Hubertus, it took 20 years for the Church to approve the Movement: why so many
doubts?
Hubertus Blaumeiser: It was a something extremely new: a group of lay people led by a young
woman. They focused their lives on the Gospel which was hardly known by the ordinary
churchgoers at the time. Their ideal was unity, which was considered to be a term used by
communists. It was too new. Yet Chiara was formed in her local church, she was deeply united to
her bishop. Do you know this building?
Paolo Balduzzi: Yes, certainly. This is the office of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
Hubertus Blaumeiser: Yes, it was once called the Holy Office. It has the task of safeguarding the
authenticity of the faith. Here during the 1950s the Focolare Movement was under study for 12
years. Until 1962 when a first approval came and then full approval with Paul VI.
Paolo Balduzzi: How did Chiara manage during all those years?
Hubertus Blaumeiser: She lived between glimmers of light and very long times of uncertainty. It
could all have been ended. She was strongly aware of the charism she had but the Church did not
seem to understand it right away. She came here for questioning. And she couldn’t tell anyone
about what was said. Chiara who was a person who communicated everything. Her companions
saw her come home looking very weary and sometimes in tears. Although she suffered, Chiara was
always convinced that the Church is a Mother and saw this period as being like the gestation of a
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child in the womb of the mother, a child that would be born at the right time. The Focolare
Movement was formed in this way and it put down deep roots. Then it bloomed like a new flower
on the centuries old tree of the Church and did a lot of good. In my opinion, a book should be
written on how Chiara loved the Church, how she lived as a daughter of the Church and how she
served it with her charism, at all levels.
(Music)
Paolo Balduzzi: And here we are in St. Peter’s square. We are inside the colonnade. This is one of
the places the Pope met people and Chiara too on many occasions. One of these was on May 30,
1998.
Hubertus Blaumeiser: John Paul II invited the ecclesial movements here, the new communities that
were all expressions of the charismatic dimension of the Church and asked them to give a greater
shared witness. He stressed how important both the institutional and the charismatic dimensions
[of the Church] are; both equally essential. On that occasion Chiara made a promise. Does the
Church hope for unity among movements? With our charism of unity, we will do our best to make
this happen; and collaboration began between the movements, a fellowship which then expanded
to other churches, among other things leading to the great ecumenical network of Together for
Europe.
Paolo Balduzzi: And this commitment continues today. Thanks Hubertus. I have the impression that
we could talk to you for hours on these matters but now our commitment to unity takes us not only
to the Church but also to the city and we are heading towards our last stop.
(Music)
Paolo Balduzzi: We have come back to this side of the Tiber to climb to Campidoglio which is one of
the Seven Hills of Rome, the headquarters of the city council since its foundation.
You come up here on steps that were designed by Michelangelo. In the 16th century he completely
redesigned this square so that it looked towards St. Peter’s. This created an ideal bridge between
the civil and religious dimension of the city. But what binds the Campidoglio to Chiara Lubich? On
January 22, 2000, her 80th birthday, Chiara received the honorary citizenship of the city here: she
became a citizen of Rome.
Paolo Balduzzi: We are in the Giulio Cesare room. In this very place, Chiara Lubich received her
honorary citizenship, voted on unanimously by all the councillors. Here with me are Federica
Vivian, a focolarina of Rome and Pierluigi Sassi of Earth Day Italy. Federica, you were here that day
if I’m not mistaken.
Federica Vivian: Yes, I was here together with many other people watching the ceremony on a big
screen. Chiara made a commitment in the name of all of us, to “live more and in a better way” for
our city and affirmed that “Rome” – read backwards – reads “Amor”, Love. This gives the name of
the city and its task “Roma-Amor”. It wasn’t just words - I come from Rome – and aged 30 I
realized I could do more for the city. And then I saw this commitment taking shape in many ways
both in the personal life of each of us, and in many shared experiences. Just think of the prisoners
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in Rebibbia with Alfonso and the young people, or of the poor at Dino’s soup kitchen, or of the
elderly and lonely people in the Trieste district. Just think of the educational projects and the
spiritual dimension. A lot is going on with young people and with children for example in AciliaInfernetto together with mothers for children who are differently-able; and then the friendship
with the Islamic community at Centocelle. In addition to all this, in 2016 Rome was in a particularly
difficult situation, so we decided to hold our annual meeting, the Mariapolis, right in the heart of
the city. We wanted to give hope to a wounded city, trying to give new resources. It was then that
we met Pierluigi and many friends of Earth Day Italy and a completely new project began, the
Earth Village.
Paolo Balduzzi: You are referring to one of the annual events that take place in one of the city’s
central parks. It’s almost an Expo of the all the efforts being made to bring in-depth insights and
testimonies on environmental issues. So Pier Luigi what is Village for the Earth today and what is
its message?
Pierluigi Sassi: In 2015 Pope Francis made history by publishing the encyclical letter “Laudato si”.
Together with other organizations, with the Church in Rome and also with many civil society
groups, we decided to march to support that voice in view of the upcoming Paris conference on
climate change. It was the only event that in the history of the United Nations truly created unity
worldwide. We all felt part of our common home; and therefore here you can already see a bit of
Chiara’s influence. In the aftermath of this great meeting we decided to create a large village, that
is, a group of all those associations that had participated, all the people working for the good of
the city. Pope Francis came to bless our commitment and gave us a truly great mission. He told us:
join forces, unite what is beautiful and in this way you will transform deserts into forests.
Paolo Balduzzi: In the light of all this, as you can see, how do you understand the prophetic
message that Chiara launched from this place in 2000?
Pierluigi Sassi: This experience of unity, in which – although we did not know each other – we gave
our all, going beyond difficulties and aiming towards Unity, is certainly a pathway that we did not
plan for. It is something that came from above; it came from above and continues to seem to us to
be something extraordinary.
Paolo Balduzzi: And this is also working for the common home. Thanks Federica, thanks Pierluigi.
And with you we come to the end of this short tour, having visited just a few of the places in Rome
related to Chiara’s life.
6. THE UNITED KINGDOM: NOT ONLY BREXIT
Antonia: Today's date marks an important moment for the whole of Europe and for the
United Kingdom in particular: as we have seen from all the news reports, Brexit, i.e. British exit,
when the United Kingdom leaves the European Union, is now a reality. We went there to get to
know the reality of the Focolare Movement in a country that is strongly characterized by its
multicultural nature.
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Young singer at Piccadilly…“I’m gonna get away, I’m gonna fly away…”
Stefania: We are at Piccadilly Circus, in the heart of London, one of the most multicultural cities on
the planet. We came here in the aftermath of Brexit, the UK's exit from the European Community.
We will meet many people, including from the Focolare community, to try to understand why it
happened and what the future of this country will look like.
Fleur Anderson in maiden speech at House of Commons “I believe that Brexit is a monumental act
of national self-harm
“We are leaving, but our role now is to define what leaving means”
Stefania: For Fleur Anderson, the newly elected Labour MP at the House of Commons, this is the
key question. We met her to ask what happens now and whether Brexit is really a closed issue.
Fleur Anderson, Labour MP Well I know that it's not over. So we're going to be discussing Brexit
whether we like it or not for years to come, probably, because those trade negotiations are going
to take ages. We've got a chance now to say this is what we want to be as a country we can be a
country that's still open, still internationalist, still looking out and welcoming and also very positive
about workers’ rights, environmental standards those things, we can be that kind of country.
I really hope that we can find ways in which we can have a better society.
I hope to be a part of that and to be optimistic and have hope.
Stefania: Helen Carter lives in London, is 24 years old, studies urban planning and has voted to stay
in Europe.
Helen Carter, student My point of view of the situation in Great Britain at the moment is that there
is a lot of division in the fact that there is a lot of people who feel like they are being ignored by
politicians mainly… mainly from like lower socio-economic backgrounds. There is a sense that they
kind of feel angry and a bit forgotten.
I'm studying currently urban planning which is looks a lot how you distribute wealth and resources
spatially within a country and I would like to work in a different part of the UK and see how we can
bring opportunities to different parts of the country. I think that would be something that could
help the situation.
Stefania: 25 miles north of London is Welwyn Garden City where the Focolare's "Centre for Unity"
is located. Since 1983 it has been a setting for dialogue between Christian Churches as well as
between Religions and with people who do not have a specific religious focus.
Frank Johnson, Focolare Movement Great Britain What we do is dialogue. What we're interested
in is speaking to other people getting to know them and understanding them
And we do that at all sorts of levels. Personally, one to one, at local level, national and
international levels. So we are people of dialogue.
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Stefania: After all, the interreligious dialogue of the Focolare Movement began right here, in
London, when Chiara received the Templeton Prize in 1977 and since then in has involved leaders
and faithful of all religions.
An example is the extraordinary friendship between the Anglican Bishop Michael Beasley and the
Iranian Imam Mohammed Shomali who have been leading an inter-religious study group for two
years.
Michael Beasley, Church of England bishop I think what we have suffered is a reduction of our
humanity. That if we're really honest, in 50 or 100 years’ time will Brexit be the big issue that
anybody will ever talk about with respect to our country? I doubt it very much indeed.
So I think just immediately it's to recover our sense of being a nation where humanity is everywhere
and it may have different forms and different expressions and different emphases within it.
Sheikh Mohammad Shomali, International Institute of Islamic Studies I look at dialogue not as a
tactic or as a fashion or, you know, even not as a ...solution for problems that we have.
We need to start with our mindset and language. And language is not English or Farsi. I should
reach the point that when I talk to Christians and Muslims - Sunni, Shia, all, I should feel they are all
my people and I am for them.
Michael Beasley, Church of England bishop And maybe in addition to all that Dr. Shomali says, is
something about: how do we take seriously our commission to be peacemakers, peace builders,
bridge builders within our world?.
As I look at the focolare centre, it's astonishing that that this small group of people has so much
impact for the good in their community and in the life of our country.
Sheikh Mohammad Shomali, International Institute of Islamic Studies: I think the perfect solution
is if we return to God, because it’s only in God that we can perfectly unite. We cannot unite in, you
know, ethnicity. There's a limit in what ethnicity can do or, you know, language or nationality.
And this return to God must be on individual basis but also community basis, but very much so in
this world today: cross religious.
Liz Taite, Focolare Movement Great Britain I feel the challenge is that people if they hear that
we've anything to do with religion they switch off and put up a wall.
What we do is to share our experiences of how we've lived with people who have very different
opinions from our own. And I would say we all have those experiences within our families, within
our workplaces and we encourage one another to keep going where it's difficult to go.
Stefania: Ana and Michal Siewniak live in Welwyn Garden City; she is Croatian and he is Polish.
They moved here 15 years ago and Great Britain is their home. Michal runs a community centre a
few miles from here.
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Michal Siewniak, Community Development Manager Our community centre delivers a number of
activities for the local residents. So for example for local mums we run a playgroup, so mums who
have recently had babies come along, have a bit of time together they drink cup of tea. We also
help local migrants to learn English. We run English classes or we even run a sewing club. So we've
been doing a number of different projects which bring local community together and build a sense
of community feeling.
I really feel passionately about what I do. It gives me a chance to make a difference every single
day I can make a difference in my local community.
Brexit is directly affecting me and it also directly affects three and a half million Europeans living in
Britain.
And this this country has given us quite a lot. I think it has helped me to be me personally and more
rounded person. It gives me an amazing opportunity to live the ideal and charism of unity in my
daily life by you know doing my job. I have an opportunity to build bridges not walls.
Stefania: Today our journey takes us to Birmingham, the second largest city in the UK with 1.1
million inhabitants. It is a youthful city where 40% of the population is under 25. Here Brexit won
just by a handful of votes, thanks to the support of poorer neighbourhoods. The Focolare
community here reflects the great multiculturalism of this city also in its relations, such as its longstanding friendship with one of the Gurdwaras in Birmingham, which is the largest Sikh community
in the whole of the United Kingdom.
Here at the Elgar Hall of the University of Birmingham the Focolare is celebrating Chiara's
centenary.
Fiona Bowie, anthropologist: For me the attraction to the Focolare was very much to do with
being this world person and I just see our country trying to separate itself and divide itself from the
rest of the world in a way that I don't think is creative or positive.
I don't think there's an easy unity. I don't think there's an easy way to healing. But I hope that there
is a way of dying and being renewed and that something better will come from this.
Stefania: During the event, speakers included the Catholic Archbishop of Birmingham, Bishop
Bernard Longley, the Anglican Bishop Robin Smith, Imam Mohamed Shomali and the leader Sikh
Bhai Sahib Ji. Together with the young people and performers, they represent the Focolare
community in this country: of different ethnicities, cultures and religions... but together, under the
banner of unity.
Martin Scullion, teacher: In the conference today we heard about some faith leaders we heard
about people who are right at this very top of their game and what they can do. Well what can I
do? Well it's about these small acts of love. It's about accepting that actually, you know what,
perhaps we do have political differences and perhaps the political climate at the minute is
something that I don't necessarily agree with, but that doesn't mean that I need I suddenly just
give up.
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Fatimah Hamam, student: You know we say dialogue and these things but we have to bring it to a
deeper level. It can’t just stay as a surface level. We have to be willing to open ourselves more
deeply to do things that are not at the superficial level. And what my engagement is in that is
hopefully by attending these events, by doing things locally, internationally and trying to improve
myself individually and hopefully through different engagements it can rebound on everyone else.
Dr. Gerald Pillay, Vice Chancellor & Rector of Liverpool Hope University: I do believe though that
these circumstances must never ever let us lose hope.
The Spirituality of communion of unity that transcends the barriers is exactly what we need. And
her charism must be lived out even more fully, not just through the focolarini but through
Christians everywhere. There's never been a greater need. Her message was born after the Second
World War. And now when there are human crises in the world we begin to see the reality of what
she saw, so I would think her message today is even more important than then.
Music: “We, we believe in love”
7. ITALY, ASSISI: TOWARDS “THE ECONOMY OF FRANCESCO”
Antonia: Two months before the world event that will bring together 2,000 young
economists around Pope Francis, we met the team of young people who are organizing the event.
Melissa Mejía Flórez: It is to the city of Assisi that Pope Francis, in a letter dated 11th May 2019,
invited young economists, business people and change-makers to come together from 26th to 28th
March 2020. The event is called The Economy of Francesco: young people, a pact, the future. What
will happen during those days? Who will come? What are the expectations? Let’s go to the Lionello
Industrial Park in Loppiano, two hours from here, where people are organizing the event.
Florencia Locascio, Project Manager / The Economy of Francesco: This event arose from a letter
Pope Francis sent young entrepreneurs and economists who want to make a pact to change the
economy. It is an invitation to young people, whether believers or non-believers, to share the vision
of a fair, sustainable and inclusive economy that excludes no one and that sustains growth models
in harmony with nature and with people.
Valquíiria Aparecida Ribeiro, Economist / EoF scientific committee: Assisi is the city where St.
Francis lived and where he stripped himself of his clothes and gave them to the poor. He
recognized God as the master of all things. From there a new vision of the economy was born and
this is what the “Economy of Francesco” wants to bring, a vision that takes care of the needy
today.
Paolo Santori, EoF Researcher / Scientific Committee: The poverty of Francis – understood as
poverty that is chosen so as to free many others from poverty - becomes the driving force to
envision a new economy and to ask oneself about the meaning and value of all things. Everyone
agrees on a particular need: to care for the least; the economy must find its original vocation which
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was to include people but also entities, therefore also the environment. There is a process of
inclusion within a virtuous circle to bring well-being, wealth and even happiness.
Florencia Locascio: The Pope entrusted the organization of the event to four partners: the Diocese
of Assisi, the Municipality of Assisi - the city authorities -, the Franciscans and the Economy of
Communion, which mainly has in hand the academic coordination of the event in collaboration
with the Franciscans.
Giandonato Salvia, Social entrepreneur / Village Coordinator: We are dividing Assisi into twelve
villages which identify twelve different places where twelve different topics will be discussed,
including: Profit and Vocation, Finance and Humanity, Business and Peace. They are words that
may seem to conflict with one another, but in reality when put together for the common good,
they are truly powerful.
Florencia Locascio: We asked the speakers not to come to a conference to give their own talk and
then leave, but to have an experience at the service of young people, without even expecting to be
able to speak. And many of them not only accepted this approach but felt even more involved
when they learned that this was their role. We want these key figures who represent the best of
the academic world, of businesses - and not only, but also people on the move - to support young
people, and say to them, “Well, we have come this far. So now, where do we want to go together?”
Francesca Giglio, Social Entrepreneur / Side Event Committee EoC: This event being experienced
and created by young people is bringing about something new. In itself, it has such power that
other small events must orbit around it. So the idea of this Side Event came from mature people
who cannot remain indifferent to what these young people are doing. In a sense it wants to be
supportive by being close at hand, trying to combine the experience of people who have been
working for some time with the innovative ideas of younger minds. It will be held in Perugia at the
time of the main event, and is open to anyone who believes in this need to change economic
frameworks. It is being organized by the Economy of Communion, but there will be many
participants from different spheres, precisely to create this setting for sharing, to bring together
ideas and combine them with the work of the young people.
Giandonato Salvia: It’s a challenge for everyone. Certainly after Assisi, it will become something
“possible”, people will say “I was there”, it will be a true responsibility that will ask us to go back
home to make all our places into liveable homes, thinking not only of future generations but also of
the present.
Final caption “Appointment: 26-28 March 2020. I look forward to welcome you too. I look forward
to meeting you. Pope Francis”
Antonia: Thank you, in the next link up we will be connecting with you live from Assisi.
8. SEPTEMBER 2020: THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE FOCOLARE MOVEMENT
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Antonia: This afternoon Emmaus, with a letter, will convoke the next general assembly of
the Focolare Movement. Francesco Baita has have prepared a short report to explain what it is
about. Let’s watch it.
Speaker:
Today, 1st February, Maria Voce, the current President of the Focolare Movement, convened the
next General Assembly of the Focolare Movement which will start on 31 st August and end on 19th
September, 2020.
It is most important governing body of the Focolare Movement and it represents all its realities.
It is convened every six years, when the President’s mandate expires.
The tasks of the General Assembly are to elect the President, the Co-President and the general
councillors, to deliberate on modifications to the General Statutes and to the various Regulations
and to indicate programs, lines of action and priorities that concern the life of the Movement.
To ensure maximum involvement of members of the Focolare Movement, an international and
multi-vocational commission has invited all the members of the Movement throughout the world
to give their ideas about the most important issues to be addressed and the names of people who
are suitable and willing to be candidates for the various roles.
The Assembly will begin with three days of spiritual retreat.
The elections of the President will follow. She will be elected from among the women focolarini
with perpetual vows. Then the Co-President will be elected from among the men focolarini with
perpetual vows and who have been ordained priests. Then there will be the elections of the General
Councillors who can be elected from among the men and women focolarini with perpetual vows.
Any person can only be elected twice for the same job. This is why Maria Voce, elected in 2008 and
re-elected in 2014, can no longer be elected as President.
After the elections, the General Assembly will continue its work by voting on any changes proposed
to the Statutes and Regulations.
Finally, topics gathered by members around the world will be discussed to identify priorities of the
Movement for the next six years.
This is why everyone is invited to offer ideas and proposals for priorities and lines of action
Individuals or groups who are part of the Focolare Movement and who want to contribute their
ideas can contact the following e-mail address: cpa2020@focolare.org.
9. ANTONIA WITH EMMAUS AND JESUS
Antonia: Ciao Emmaus, Ciao Jesús! Let's sit down.
So Emmaus, on August 31st the Assembly will begin. Do you want to tell us something about that
letter?
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Emmaus: I have the letter in my hand. It will be sent this afternoon.
In the meantime I would like to say that the Assembly is something not so extraordinary, because
it is held every 6 years and there have already been many. Since Chiara's time Assemblies have
been held, so it is an ordinary thing, the ordinary Assembly that is held every 6 years and that, yes,
must also provide for the renewal of roles, the appointment of new leaders, etc., but first of all it is
interested in everything that can be useful to better guide the Movement from the Assembly
onwards. So the Assembly interests itself above all in fundamental themes for the life of the
Movement.
However, I have always considered the Assembly, and I consider it even more now, to be a
moment of grace. And since it is a moment of grace I would say that the best way to prepare for
the Assembly is to ask for this grace. So first of all, pray. I think that from now on a wave of prayer
should start in the whole world from all those who are interested in Chiara's work going ahead in
the world so that the Holy Spirit may truly be present in this circumstance, so that the grace of
God may help us in this moment. For this reason I also wrote in the final sentence of the letter
that what interests me most is that "in this period of time we intensify mutual love among all, so
that Jesus in the midst can find a welcoming home in the Assembly and guide us with his Spirit, so
that we may have light in the vision - because the Assembly must help us to look at the Work as
Chiara sees it from Heaven, therefore light in the vision - and boldness in its implementation",
because it must also help us to take the steps that are necessary today to carry forward Chiara's
Work.
This is the best thing.
Antonia: Thank you, thank you Emmaus!
Jesús, we are already working on the Assembly. In your opinion, what will be some of the
issues that you will have to deal with?
Jesús: I think it's still too early to say what exactly the topics will be, because - as you say reflections, proposals are coming, and we still have really to fine-tune them. There won't be many
because we want to concentrate on the essential.
Having said this, as Emmaus said, I think that the Assembly is a privileged time of grace, in
which - on a synodal journey - we must ask ourselves a fundamental question: "What does God
want from us - therefore from Chiara's charism, from the Movement - in this historical time for the
Church and for humanity?" And here there are three avenues on which convergence is taking
place.
First: a deepening, an updating, a new understanding of unity as our specific aim. We are
still too close to Chiara, have we really understood what unity as our specific aim is?
Second: the rediscovery of a fundamental appeal to each one of us who wants to live unity, which
is: "I have only one Spouse on earth (Jesus Forsaken), I have no other God but Him; in Him is all of
heaven with the Trinity and all the earth with humanity. All that is not paradise is mine. I will go
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through the world looking for Him." We must respond to this call today, what this call means
today.
And these two things are based on a need that we all see, which is a new conversion to the
Gospel, to the life of the Word.
We believe that this is the essential. On this basis we will then identify some precise,
historical themes for the coming years.
Antonia: Thank you Jesús. Now a question to Emmaus. Emmaus, we have spent this rich
and beautiful hour and now we come to our conclusion. We would like to come back to you with a
word we heard you say in Trent "the extremism of dialogue". I think that there are many
challenges, still many challenges. What comes to my mind is what we are experiencing at a global
level that is the health crisis, this time of global challenge due to this new virus, the Corona virus.
You will say: what does that have to do with it? It has to do with it because we see, as we go
around the world, that it risks triggering expressions of intolerance and sometimes even real
episodes of racism.
So: "extremism of dialogue", over to you Emmaus.
Emmaus: More than the extremism of dialogue, I would like to refer back to what Chiara
just said to all of us in the message we heard earlier, because Chiara gave us the key to reaching
the extremism of dialogue, because the extremism of dialogue is in a certain sense a goal, a point
of arrival. But how does one really have this dialogue with everyone, with everyone? Chiara said it
very often: do you have to love everyone, but really everyone, but really everyone? Yes, really
everyone.
Chiara gave the example of the lady next door, but we could give so many examples today!
Do we have to love everyone? The immigrant who comes knocking on our door? The elderly man
in need of care? The child who doesn't have parents anymore and who's drifting away? Even the
owner of the Chinese restaurant who no longer has customers because everyone is afraid to go
into the restaurant because of the Corona virus? We, as Chiara's children, we cannot see all this
and not react. React how? By loving everyone as Chiara told us, everyone, just everyone, feeling
strongly that we cannot make new excuses, using our fears, our diffidence or our worries to create
barriers, to create distance between me and whoever is close to me, whoever they are. We cannot
do this anymore.
Antonia: Emmaus, thank you so much. (Applause)
10. CONCLUSION
Antonia: Thanks again to Emmaus and Jesús.
We have come to the end of this Link and all that remains is for me to thank you with all my heart
for this opportunity you have given me to live a - can I say it? - a planetary unity. Thank you, thank you very
much! I remind you that the next Linkup will be on March 28th at 8 p.m. Italian time.
Thank you all! Bye!

(Applause)
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